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“Once Obama amnesties those wetbacks…”
Rarely do I follow the news in this blog. But the recent Supreme
Court decisions against Arizona and for ObamaCare—the Old
United States no longer exists: those decisions were the final nail
in the coffin—remind me Harold Covington’s scolding of coward
conservatives:

Note of May 12, 2015: The thoughtpolice at YouTube censored
this clip.
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“There is NOTHING wrong with us”
Monocausalism is the simplistic notion that all of our issues are to be laid
on the feet of Jews, that “there is NOTHING wrong with us” as the
commenter Helvena put it this year at Age of Treason.

The problem with those who advocate the single-cause hypothesis of our
current predicament is that they have not done their homework. Who in the
movement can be more knowledgeable about the Jewish Question than
Professor Kevin MacDonald? At The Occidental Quarterly when this
printed, scholarly journal was under the watch of Greg Johnson (Vol. 8, no.
2, Summer 2008), MacDonald wrote (no ellipsis added between unquoted
paragraphs): 

Philip Gura’s American Transcendentalism
provides a valuable insight into a nineteenth-
century leftist intellectual elite in the United
States. This is of considerable interest because
Transcendentalism was a movement entirely
untouched by the predominantly Jewish milieu
of the twentieth-century left in America. Rather,
it was homegrown, and its story tells us much

about the sensibility of an important group of white intellectuals
and perhaps gives us hints about why in the twentieth century
WASPs so easily capitulated to the Jewish onslaught on the
intellectual establishment.

Both New England and East Anglia (the center of Puritanism in
England) had the lowest relative rates of private crime (murder,
theft, mayhem), but the highest rates of public violence—“the
burning of rebellious servants, the maiming of political dissenters,
the hanging of Quakers, the execution of witches.” This record is
entirely in keeping with Calvinist tendencies in Geneva.

The legal system was designed to enforce intellectual, political,
and religious conformity as well as to control crime. Louis Taylor
Merrill describes the “civil and religious strait-jacket that the
Massachusetts theocrats applied to dissenters.” The authorities,
backed by the clergy, controlled blasphemous statements and
confiscated or burned books deemed to be offensive. Spying on
one’s neighbors and relatives was encouraged. There were many
convictions for criticizing magistrates, the governor, or the clergy.
Unexcused absence from church was fined, with people searching
the town for absentees. Those who fell asleep in church were also
fined. Sabbath violations were punished as well. A man was even
penalized for publicly kissing his wife as he greeted her on his
doorstep upon his return from a three-year sea voyage.

Whereas in the Puritan settlements of Massachusetts the moral
fervor was directed at keeping fellow Puritans in line, in the
nineteenth century it was directed at the entire country. The moral
fervor that had inspired Puritan preachers and magistrates to
rigidly enforce laws on fornication, adultery, sleeping in church, or
criticizing preachers was universalized and aimed at correcting the
perceived ills of capitalism and slavery.

Puritans waged holy war on behalf of moral righteousness even
against their own cousins—perhaps a form of altruistic
punishment as defined by Ernst Fehr and Simon Gächter.
Altruistic punishment refers to punishing people even at a cost to
oneself. Altruistic punishment is found more often among
cooperative hunter-gatherer groups than among groups, such as
Jews, based on extended kinship.

Whatever the political and economic complexities that led to the
Civil War, it was the Yankee moral condemnation of slavery that
inspired and justified the massive carnage of closely related
Anglo-Americans on behalf of slaves from Africa. Militarily, the
war with the Confederacy was the greatest sacrifice in lives and
property ever made by Americans. Puritan moral fervor and
punitiveness are also evident in the call of the Congregationalist
minister at Henry Ward Beecher’s Old Plymouth Church in New
York during the Second World War for “exterminating the
German people… the sterilization of 10,000,000 German soldiers
and the segregation of the woman.”

It is interesting that the moral fervor the Puritans directed at
ingroup and outgroup members strongly resembles that of the Old
Testament prophets who railed against Jews who departed from
God’s law, and against the uncleanness or even the inhumanity of
non-Jews. Indeed, it has often been noted that the Puritans saw
themselves as the true chosen people of the Bible. In the words of
Samuel Wakeman, a prominent seventeenth-century Puritan
preacher: “Jerusalem was, New England is; they were, you are
God’s own, God’s covenant people; put but New England’s name
instead of Jerusalem. They had left Europe which was their
‘Egypt,’ their place of enslavement, and had gone out into the
wilderness on a messianic journey, to found the New Jerusalem.”

Whereas Puritanism as a group evolutionary
strategy crumbled when the Puritans lost
control of Massachusetts, Diaspora Jews were
able to maintain their group integrity even
without control over a specific territory for well
over 2,000 years. This attests to the greater
ethnocentrism of Jews. But, although relatively
less ethnocentric, the Puritans were certainly
not lacking in moralistic aggression toward members of their
ingroup, even when the boundaries of the ingroup were expanded
to include all of America, or indeed all of humanity. And while the
Puritans were easily swayed by moral critiques of white America,
because of their stronger sense of ingroup identity, Jews have
been remarkably resistant to moralistic critiques of Judaism.

With the rise of the Jewish intellectual and political movements
described in The Culture of Critique, the descendants of the
Puritans readily joined the chorus of moral condemnation of
America.

The lesson here is that in large part the problem confronting
whites stems from the psychology of moralistic self-punishment
exemplified at the extreme by the Puritans and their intellectual
descendants, but also apparent in a great many other whites. As I
have noted elsewhere:

Once Europeans were convinced that their own people were
morally bankrupt, any and all means of punishment should be
used against their own people. Rather than see other Europeans
as part of an encompassing ethnic and tribal community, fellow
Europeans were seen as morally blameworthy and the
appropriate target of altruistic punishment. For Westerners,
morality is individualistic—violations of communal norms… are
punished by altruistic aggression.

The Puritan legacy in American culture is indeed pernicious,
especially since the bar of morally correct behavior has been
continually raised to the point that any white group identification
has been pathologized. As someone with considerable experience
in the academic world, I can attest to feeling like a wayward
heretic back in seventeenth-century Massachusetts when
confronted, as I often am, by academic thought police. It’s the
moral fervor of these people that stands out. The academic world
has become a Puritan congregation of stifling thought control,
enforced by moralistic condemnations that a seventeenth-century
Puritan minister could scarcely surpass. In my experience, this
thought control is far worse in the East coast colleges and
universities founded by the Puritans than elsewhere in academia—
a fitting reminder of the continuing influence of Puritanism in
American life.

The main difference between the Puritan New Jerusalem and the
present multicultural one is that the latter will lead to the demise
of the very white people who are the mainstays of the current
multicultural Zeitgeist. Unlike the Puritan New Jerusalem, the
multicultural New Jerusalem will not be controlled by people like
themselves, who in the long run will be a tiny, relatively powerless
minority.

The ultimate irony is that without altruistic whites willing to be
morally outraged by violations of multicultural ideals, the
multicultural New Jerusalem is likely to revert to a Darwinian
struggle for survival among the remnants. But the high-minded
descendants of the Puritans won’t be around to witness it.

Postscript

At Occidental Dissent, today Hunter Wallace also liked
MacDonald’s article:

Kevin MacDonald has an excellent essay on Counter-Currents
about the Yankee Question. This is too good to pass up.

Note: MacDonald has never been a Single Jewish Causer. He
could easily write an entire book on the radical utopian
movements of the nineteenth century (abolitionism, civil rights,
pacifism, “strongminded womanism,” Unitarianism, Free
Loveism, Shakerism, Fourierism, Transcendentalism, etc.) that
plunged America into racial and cultural decline and laid the
foundation for their destructive successors in the twentieth
century.

(Read MacDonald’s entire article here.)
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An exchange at TOO on monocausalism
Luke said…

“Our problem is us, not the Jew. The Jew is weak in and
of himself, for he is totally dependent on his White
slaves performing outside their character. He has only
the strength we give him.” —Franklin Ryckaert

This sounds suspiciously like a Jared Taylor style proclamation.
May I suggest that the TOO [The Occidental Observer] readers,
and Brother Ryckaert visit this link and peruse what the blogger
Tanstaafl has coined “The Suicide Meme” and what Tanstaafl’s
views are of those who push it?

http://age-of-treason.blogspot.com/2010/05/suicide-meme.html

Incidentally, I would be last White to try to deny that there exists
an incredible amount of White racial cowardice throughout the
vast majority of the non-White Nationalist, still asleep, White
community. I have seen this disgusting cowardice up-close, and it
is truly sickening to behold.

However, I do not support the idea of letting the jews off the hook
for the mess we find ourselves in today. For those so inclined,
would they also make excuses for a doctor whose patient just kept
getting sicker and sicker, the longer the doctor handled the
patient’s health care?

These “sick” and racially gutless Whites that most of us on TOO
encounter in our lives—are the way they are, because of jewish
media brainwashing, which is reinforced via academia, via our
treasonous anti-White alien hijacked government and via just
about every major area of our jewish corrupted society. Their only
real fault was not being immune to jewish spider venom, the way
most on TOO readers seem to be.

I encourage all TOO readers to review Tanstaafl’s “Suicide Meme”
and absorb its implications and message. I found it to be excellent.

Franklin Ryckaert said…

Luke, this discussion about the question of “guilt” is going on
Carolyn Yaeger’s new website The White Network in the comment
section of the program “Are White Males Hooked on Weakness”
with comments by me, Chechar and Tanstaafl himself. Tanstaafl
blames everything on the Jews and even has asked Chechar
whether he is himself a Jew or partly Jewish simply for suggesting
that Whites might be partly responsible for their own
predicament. On this latest developments, see Chechar’s website
The West’s Darkest Hour article: “Are monocausalists Paranoid?”

My position is that Whites have some unique
characteristics such as individualism, abstract idealism
and universal moralism [emphasis added] that can be
exploited by alien ethnocentric groups, especially in times of
degeneration. This has to be understood by Whites themselves.
Many however refuse to consider a change to White
ethnocentrism. Of these Whites one could say that they are indeed
suicidal. Even without Jews such Whites would fall victim to other
ethnocentric groups. To fight the Jews we must be strong
ourselves and that entails an honest taking stock of our own
weaknesses.

Chechar said…

Re: “Our problem is us, not the Jew.” —Farnham O’Reilly

More important that the post you mention are my series of articles
criticizing “monocausalism”. In one of them I advanced a
definition of the JP: “The Jewish Problem is an epiphenomenon of
the deranged altruism resulting from the secular fulfillment of
universal Christian values.”

Franklin Ryckaert said…

Chechar, Tanstaafl has reacted to your articles on his own blog
Age of Treason on June 22, 2012. He seems not to understand.

The problem with Tanstaafl, who is definitely gifted in other
respects, is that he is incapable to see the difference between guilt
tripping (by Jews) and honest self-criticism (by Whites). He
thinks that self-criticism by Whites is nothing but interiorized
guilt tripping. Then he proceeds to proclaim the total innocence of
Whites (as if that is possible): Jews are the only ones who are
guilty of white decline, anyone who suggests that Whites have a
responsibility of their own is telling a lie. He calls that the “suicide
meme”.

Fact is that Jews cannot practise their destructive dominance
without cooperation of Whites. Fact is also that Jews couldn’t
exploit certain weaknesses of Whites if they didn’t have them in
the first place. As for guilt tripping, Whites have committed crimes
during their history. That cannot be denied. Only, their crimes are
not unique to them.

Tanstaafl cannot think in terms of a combined causality, for him
there can be only one cause: the Jews.

Chechar said…

I am afraid that you are right.

“There is NOTHING wrong with us”.

This is monocausalism in a nutshell: an actual quotation of a
commenter in Tan’s site not long ago.

When you study the Whites’ ethno-suicidal tendencies in
historical contexts sans Jews (e.g., how the Catholic Spaniards
mongrelized their race in the Americas since the 16th century or
how after Constantine the Romans destroyed the libraries of their
Classic World—a “self-lobotomy” as Carl Sagan put it), we simply
cannot claim that all of our issues are to be laid on the feet of
Jews. I find it amazing that some people don’t want to see
something so obvious.

Franklin Ryckaert said…

Yes, and people with such a self-righteous mindset tend to become
paranoid. That is why he suspected you of being a Marrano. To
his mind that could be the only explanation.

Carolyn Yeager said…

Franklin, you are misrepresenting Tanstaafl’s views. He is not a
“monocausalist”. That is not his word or his position. That seems
to be Chechar’s word for something he disagrees with. [Chechar’s
note: In fact, Tanstaafl seems to subscribe to what commenter
Helvena said in Tan’s blog: “There is NOTHING wrong with us”:
a perfect definition of monocausalism by a “single Jewish causer”
himself]

It would be correct to state that Tanstaafl’s main focus is on the
Jews, not on white guilt or white faults. Tan has opened a lot of
people’s eyes to the Jewish strategy and to Jewish interlopers. I
can’t see that that has anything to do with paranoia.

Chechar, you quote Farnham O’Reilly as saying “Our problem is
us, not the Jews.” That is supposed to solve everything? Because
O’Reilly says it, it must be true? That is too simple. People are
imperfect, including White people. Are Whites supposed to be
perfect paragons of virtue, as you present yourself, in a way? Jews
have taken advantage of White characteristics and right now hold
ALL the power. White confidence needs to be built up, not torn
down.

Franklin Ryckaert said…

Carolyn Yeager,

Tanstaafl may of course chose himself the subject he wants to
concentrate upon. For him that is the JQ and he is doing a good
job at that. I found especially his exposure of the insincere motives
of so-called “pro-White” Jews like Lawrence Auster very
clarifying.

But there are always two sides in a conflict. I never saw a conflict
in which one side is totally “guilty” and the other side totally
“innocent”. Whites do have their faults and weaknesses. They had
better face it and try to mend their ways instead of always
complaining being “victims”. That is not undermining self-
confidence, it is strengthening of character.

Of course this is something different from the (mostly Jewish)
“guilt tripping”, which is a psychological tactic to disarm Whites in
order to make them accept their own dispossession. Guilt tripping,
based on real, exaggerated or invented guilt is meant to destroy
not to build.

Self-criticism is meant to restore. To point that out doesn’t mean
that you are in the enemy’s camp.

Junghans said…

Very well stated Franklin, my sentiments as well. With all due
respect to both Carolyn and Tanstaafl, (who I highly regard), the
poisoning of the Anglo/White mindset is both internal and
external, and that is what we need to recognize. This issue has
been discussed before at this site, in an article by Kmac [Kevin
MacDonald] about whether our genetic demise is ‘racial suicide’,
or ‘assisted racial suicide’. The general consensus was that it
was both. [emphasis added] The racial interlopers have
discovered our foibles, and are ruthlessly compounding and
exploiting them. The mega-question here is: finding the
psychological key to unlocking these enigmatic, innate White
racial character faults, and to come to grips with them.

Carolyn Yeager said…

“The racial interlopers have discovered our foibles, and
are ruthlessly compounding and exploiting them.” —
Junghans

That is exactly what I said.

“The mega-question here is: finding the psychological
key to unlocking these enigmatic, innate White racial
character faults, and to come to grips with them.”

This has already been done. But our White character is not
something we need to, or can, change because Jews exploit it. We
are good people and our character is important to who we are, and
all that we have accomplished. What we should come to grips with
is those who are exploiting this.

This “debate” over “monocausalism” as it’s being called, has only
confirmed for me that we need to educate our people about the
Jews much more than we need to blame ourselves and try to make
ourselves better. I’m seeing that Tan is right when he says that this
is just one more Jewish tactic to take attention off themselves.

You, for example, want to spend time and energy looking for a
“psychological key” to unlock our faulty nature in order to fix
ourselves. A fool’s errand. However, if you’re talking about ridding
ourselves of homosexuality, pornography, alcoholism, drug
addiction, sex addictions, and other such vices, I’m for that. But
who injects these vices into our societies? Let’s start with getting
rid of them.

Junghans said…

Carolyn Yeager: A Fool’s errand? Hardly. Please re-read what
Franklin wisely wrote, and calm down a bit.

Studying our own people’s nature is essential in understanding
who we are, how we think and how to enlighten and motivate our
alienated folk. In my experience, considering the apathetic White
people that I encounter daily, and the greater historical
experience, I’d say that we face a titanic struggle in trying to save
these credulous, intellectually toxified people from themselves.
Why, indeed, have they foolishly let themselves become
domesticated as a de facto Jewish colony? A Golem for Israel?
And, worse yet, remain clueless about it! Where is their sense
of critical analysis? Why have they let their weak racial
radar become deactivated by the Jewish usurped media?
Why, indeed, why? I believe that even Kmac recognizes
this dilemma, is currently researching this White
psychological enigma, and is likely to write another
paper on it. [emphasis added]

Regarding Jewish culture distortion, revisionism and the JQ, I
quite agree with you. By all means, keep the major focus on these
critical problems. I never implied otherwise. By the way, Carolyn,
I still like you and your outspoken grit, and do listen to your
broadcasts. I wish that there were more ladies like you out there.

Chechar said…

This “debate” over “monocausalism” as it’s being called,
has only confirmed for me that we need to educate our
people about the Jews much more than we need to
blame ourselves and try to make ourselves better. I’m
seeing that Tan is right when he says that this is just one
more Jewish tactic to take attention off themselves. —
Carolyn

I don’t know what this means, since as a relatively newcomer to
WN (by the end of 2009) I learnt everything about dismissing the
single-cause hypothesis from well-known WN writers, who for
obvious reasons cannot be accused of “one more Jewish tactic to
take attention off themselves [the Jews]”.

Here’s a quotation from my June 21 blog entry that caused all of
this debate (links omitted so that this comment doesn’t get stuck
in the filter):

Niflson is not alone speaking out about the character flaws of
present-day whites. If I wrote for this blog the articles criticizing
monocausalism it’s because notable people moved my train of
thought toward that direction after Michael O’Meara became
disenchanted with the webzine Counter-Currents:

1) Tom Sunic for one has been openly dismissive of
monocausalism in his radio podcasts.

2) Michael O’Meara’s best 2011 article at Counter-Currents
dismissed monocausalism as something silly and quite stupid.

3) Many of Harold Covington’s radio rants convinced me that,
although the subversive Jew must be named, something horribly
wrong—“yellow dogs” is one term used by Covington—is going on
within the character of today’s Whites.

4) Hunter Wallace has been contradicting monocausalism for at
least two years at Occidental Dissent. Although I disagree with his
claim that America is run by blacks (I believe that Jews are far
more influential) I have quoted some of his recent
pronouncements on monocausalism, which Wallace calls “single-
cause hypothesis.”

5) The harshest diatribes against these degenerate whites I’ve read
comes from the pen of William Pierce: one of the best minds that
the movement produced in the continent.

6) Even Kevin MacDonald himself doesn’t seem to support strict
monocausalism!

The heavyweights convinced me that strict monocausalism is silly,
and that besides naming the Jew we must also note our flaws that
empowered the tribe since the French Revolution.

Carolyn Yeager said…

Junghans, Why is it that so many men want to tell a woman to
“calm down” when she is calm? What was not calm about what I
said? A fool’s errand? Well, that is what you’re on, whether you
and Franklin agree with me or not… I do not care.

Along with that, you advise me to listen to Franklin’s “wise
counsel.” I’m surprised you didn’t add, “child.”

I have concurred we have to know ourselves, and there is plenty of
information on who and how we are. Because every white person
is not a paragon of virtue bothers you?

“We face a titanic struggle in trying to save these
credulous, intellectually toxified people from
themselves.”

Give me a break. Get rid of the Jews and you’ll see a
transformation (after the worst of our lot go into work /
rehabilitation camps). Mr. O’Reilly was referring in his article to
WN leaders, not the average White man. Do you think you can
take that on? Well, wait for KMac to write another paper on it;
then you’ll know what to say.

I am a little fed up with what’s found on comment boards. I made
clear points and you just take on a superior air.

fender said…

Chechar, It’s not about one cause or many, it’s about which cause
is most destructive, and that’s the Jewish one.

Chechar said…

Which is, of course, a matter of opinion. The above debate with
Carolyn comes from three other websites besides TOO (Carolyn’s,
Tanstaafl’s and mine). If you follow the above linked pages you
will hit an audio-reply by Severus Niflson to the position of
Tanstaafl. Here’s my transcript of part of Niflson’s audio:

If I had to choose on these two sides, I’d go for Ben
Klassen and say: it’s our fault… He was very clear that in
reality it’s our fault… We are not victims… This type of
thing that we are victimized by Jews, I think it’s
erroneous, it has a very dark aspect… because it makes
us into pathetic type of losers. They [the Jews] have a lot
of power, but a lot of it is because we allowed them to,
right? Therefore, if we turn the focus on ourselves I
think we will do a lot better.

In that audio reply Niflson also mentions that the ancient Greeks
brought non-whites into their lands and that it caused the first
race replacement in Europe that, with centuries of miscegenation,
destroyed that civilization. These ideas are found in scholarly form
in Madison Grant’s great book, and I have also complained a lot
about how the Spaniards and the Portuguese basically destroyed
their ethnicity throughout the whole American subcontinent
without the help of the Jews since the 16th century.

See my definition above of the JP. If that definition is right, then a
substantial sector of the movement is, basically, blaming the white
shark (the Jews) and sparing the megalodon (secular
Christianity).

I agree with Niflson that if we turn the focus on ourselves—the
megalodon—we will do a lot better.

♣

Excerpted from a discussion at The Occidental Observer.
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Against the Fourth Commandment
In the “Saturday Afternoon with Carolyn Yeager: Kairos on The
German Character,” a man called to rebut the German blogger
Kairos arguing that Christianity is good because of the Fourth
Commandment, “Honor thy father and thy mother.”

What the caller ignored is that the Fourth Commandment is
intrinsically intertwined with the Monsters from the Id that are
destroying our civilization.

I don’t want to explain the subject at length. Suffice it to say that
the late Alice Miller discussed how religion can contribute to the
guilt that prevents us from being conscious adults. In The Body
Never Lies Miller urges us to realize that the Fourth
Commandment offers immunity to abusive parents, and argues it
is healthier not to extend forgiveness to parents whose tyrannical
childrearing methods have resulted in ruined adult lives.

Below, a page about the poet Arthur Rimbaud from The Body
Never Lies that I stole from Miller’s webpage:

Self-Hatred and Unfulfilled Love

Arthur Rimbaud was born in 1854 and died of cancer in
1891, a few months after his right leg had been
amputated. In other words, he only lived to be 37 years
old. Yves Bonnefoy tells us that his mother was harsh
and brutal, a fact on which all the available sources are
unanimous.

Bonnefoy describes her as ambitious, proud, stubbornly
self-opinionated, arid, and full of covert hatred. He calls
her the classic case of someone fired by the pure energy
derived from bigoted religiosity. The astonishing letters
she wrote around 1900 reveal that she was enamored of
death and destruction. She was fascinated by
graveyards, and at the age of 75 she had gravediggers
lower her into the grave she was later to share with her
dead children Vitali and Arthur, so that she could have a
foretaste of the eternal night that was to come.

What must it have
been like for an
intelligent and
sensitive child to
grow up in the care of
a woman like this?
We find the answer in
Rimbaud’s poetry.
Bonnefoy tells us that
his mother did
everything in her
power to curb and
thwart his
development as a
poet, albeit to no

avail. Failing that, she nipped in the bud every desire for
independence on his part, every premonition of liberty.
The boy took to regarding himself as an orphan, and his
relationship to his mother split up into hatred, on the
one hand, and obsequious dependency on the other.
From the fact that he received no token of affection
Rimbaud concluded that he must be in some way guilty:
“With all the strength of his innocence, he rebelled
fiercely against the judgment passed on him by his
mother.”

Rimbaud’s mother maintained total control over her
children and called this control motherly love. Her
acutely perceptive son saw through this lie. He realized
that her constant concern for outward appearances had
nothing to do with love. But he was unable to admit to
this observation without reserve, because as a child he
needed love, or at least the illusion of it. He could not
hate his mother, particularly as she was so obviously
concerned for him. So he hated himself instead,
unconsciously convinced that in some obscure way he
must have deserved such mendacity and coldness.
Plagued by an ill-defined sense of disgust, he projected it
onto the provincial town where he lived, onto the
hypocrisy of the system of morality he grew up in (much
like Nietzsche in this respect), and onto himself. All his
life he strove to escape these feelings, resorting in the
process to alcohol, hashish, absinth, opium, and
extensive travels to faraway places. In his youth he made
two attempts to run away from home but was caught
and restored to his mother’s “care” on both occasions.

His poetry reflects not only his self-hatred but also his
quest for the love so completely denied him in the early
stages of his life. Later, at school, he was fortunate
enough to encounter a kindly teacher who gave him the
companionship and support he so desperately needed in
the decisive years of puberty. His teacher’s affection and
confidence enabled him to write and to develop his
philosophical ideas. But his childhood retained its
stifling grip on him. He attempted to combat his despair
at the absence of love in his life by transforming it into
philosophical observations on the nature of true love.
But these ideas were no more than abstractions because
despite his intellectual rejection of conventional
morality, his emotional allegiance to the code of conduct
it prescribed was unswerving. Self-disgust was
legitimate, but detestation for his mother was
unthinkable. He could not pay heed to the painful
messages of his childhood memories without destroying
the hopes that had helped him to survive as a child.
Time and again, Rimbaud tells us that he had no one to
rely on except himself. This was surely the fruit of his
experience with a mother who had nothing to offer him
but her own derangement and hypocrisy, rather than
true love. His entire life was a magnificent but vain
attempt to save himself from destruction at the hands of
his mother, with all the means at his disposal.

Young people who have gone through much the same
kind of childhood as Rimbaud are probably fascinated
by his poetry because they can vaguely sense the
presence of a kindred spirit in it. Rimbaud’s friendship
with Paul Verlaine is a well-known fact of literary
history. His longing for love and genuine
communication initially appeared to find gratification in
this friendship. But the mistrust rooted in his childhood
gradually poisoned their intimacy, and this, coupled
with Verlaine’s own difficult past, prevented the love
between them from achieving any permanence.
Ultimately, their recourse to drugs made it impossible
for them to live the life of total honesty that they were in
search of. Their relationship was crippled by the
psychological injuries they inflicted on one another. In
the last resort, Verlaine acted in just as destructive a way
as Rimbaud’s mother, and the final crisis came when
Rimbaud was shot twice by the drunken Verlaine, who
was sentenced to two years in prison for his crime.

To salvage the genuine love he was deprived of in
childhood, Rimbaud turned to the idea of love embodied
in Christian charity, in understanding and compassion
for others. He set out to give others what he himself had
never received. He tried to understand his friend and to
help him understand himself, but the repressed
emotions from his childhood repeatedly interfered with
this attempt. He sought redemption in Christian charity,
but his implacably perspicacious intelligence would
allow him no self-deception. Thus he spent his whole life
searching for his own truth, but it remained hidden to
him because he had learned at a very early age to hate
himself for what his mother had done to him. He
experienced himself as a monster, his homosexuality as
a vice, his despair as a sin. But not once did he allow
himself to direct his endless, justified rage at the true
culprit, the woman who had kept him locked up in her
prison for as long as she could. All his life he attempted
to free himself of that prison, with the help of drugs,
travel, illusions, and above all poetry. But in all these
desperate efforts to open the doors that would have led
to liberation, one of them remained obstinately shut, the
most important one: the door to the emotional reality of
his childhood, to the feelings of the little child that was
forced to grow up with a severely disturbed, malevolent
woman, with no father to protect him from her.

Verlaine (far left) and Rimbaud (second to left)
depicted in an 1872 painting

by Henri Fantin-Latour

Rimbaud’s biography is a telling instance of how the
body cannot but seek desperately for the early
nourishment it has been denied. Rimbaud was driven to
assuage a deficiency, a hunger that could never be
stilled. His drug addiction, his compulsive travels, his
friendship with Verlaine can be interpreted not merely
as an attempt to flee from his mother, but also as a quest
for the nourishment she had withheld from him. As his
internal reality inevitably remained unconscious,
Rimbaud’s life was marked by compulsive repetition.
After every abortive escape attempt, he returned to his
mother, both after the separation from Verlaine and at
the end of his life, when he had finally sacrificed his
creative gifts by giving up his writing to become a
business man, thus indirectly fulfilling his mother’s
expectations of him. Though Rimbaud spent the last
days of his life in a hospital in Marseille, he had gone
back to Roche immediately before, to be looked after by
his mother and sister. The quest for his mother’s love
ended in the prison of childhood.

♣

For those interested in the subject, I’ve written about why
forgiving our parents may invoke those Monsters from the
Unconscious that are destroying our civilization. In Fallen Leaves
I mention the mental issues of a poor Michael Jackson that
forgave his father:

“Solitude among millions of fans”

More to the point, a few years ago I analyzed a woman who hates
the West as a result of transferring her repressed, parental rage
onto substitutive objects:

“A Woman Chasing after her Revenge”
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Temple of Aesculapius

Painting of the day:

John William Waterhouse
Temple of Aesculapius ~1877
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Why America is the most serious enemy of
the Anglo-Saxon race

Below, a section of Andrew Fraser’s “Natural Born Citizen? Obama and the
Fourth American Revolution” published today at The Occidental Observer.

Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity

The constitutive principle of the First (Federal) Republic was
liberty. But the festering contradiction between the progressive
ideal of liberty and the reactionary realities of Negro slavery
unleashed another wave of revolutionary dynamism, found in its
most extreme form in the rise of the abolitionist movement.

Eventually, the First (Federal) Republic was overthrown. When
the War for Southern Independence was lost, the federal principle
which licensed the secession of the slave states was subordinated
to the colour-blind ideal of personal liberty. It was clear that
sovereign authority had passed from the citizens of the several
states into a consolidated Union-dominated government under
the direction of Northern commercial and industrial interests.

But formal legal recognition of the Second (Bourgeois) Republic
required another constitutional coup d’état. The revolutionary
Fourteenth Amendment was adopted by Radical Republicans to
subordinate the states to the federal government and to create a
uniform national citizenship.

According to Article V of the federal Constitution, however,
amendments require the formal consent of three quarters of the
states. The South was still under military occupation by Union
troops. Fraud and coercion were employed freely to compel
Southern legislatures to ratify the Fourteenth Amendment in
1868. In effect, white Southerners were made an offer they could
not refuse: ratify the Fourteenth Amendment or be denied re-
admission to the Union.

The Second Republic was founded on the principle of equality. But
it eventually foundered upon the multiplying contradictions
between the formal legal ideal of equality and the substantive
social realities of race, class, and gender.

Seventy years after the Civil War, the New Deal ushered in the
Third (Managerial/Therapeutic) Republic which radically
expanded the powers of the federal government. No effort was
made to obtain the formal consent of the states to this
constitutional revolution.

Indeed, in 1937, the Supreme Court, too, was compelled to
abandon its early resistance to repeated and sweeping federal
usurpations of state jurisdiction by making the famous “switch in
time that saved nine.”  Faced with Roosevelt’s threat to pack the
court, the judiciary simply turned a blind eye to the Article V
amendment procedure, choosing instead to place its imprimatur
on the Third American Revolution.

The Third Republic based itself upon the revolutionary ideal of
fraternity among American citizens of every class, race, and
gender. While allowing Congress a free hand to regulate the
economy, the Supreme Court brought every so-called “discrete
and insular minority” under its own wing. In the Forties and
Fifties, the Court waged its own revolutionary war against
discrimination in landmark cases such as Shelley v Kraemer and,
most famously, Brown v Board of Education.

By the Sixties, it was obvious that the principle of fraternity stood
in stark contradiction not just to individuals’ freedom of
association but also to the exclusionary character of allegedly
“racist” immigration laws. Accordingly, the progressive leaders of
the Republic launched a demographic revolution which extended
the blessings of American citizenship to millions of non-Whites
drawn from every corner of the Third World.

As a consequence, the principle of fraternity quickly morphed into
the celebration of diversity as an end in itself. But demographic
diversity stands in clear contradiction to the ancient republican
ideal of a body politic in which citizens unite in pursuit of the
public interest and the common good.

Homo americanus long ago renounced his
historic allegiance to throne and altar.
Soon afterward, the blood faith that his
colonial ancestors had shared with their
kith and kin across the Atlantic was
replaced by the civil religion of the

Republic. Americans had also become hopelessly addicted to
endless economic growth and territorial expansion. Within that
future-oriented, novus ordo seclorum, it was impossible to define
the constitutional abstraction known as the sovereign people-at-
large in backward-looking, traditional terms of shared blood,
language, and religion.

♣

A commenter said…

You state:

“Inspired by the secular humanist ideology of the European
Enlightenment, America’s constitutional faith strove to
incarnate the principles of liberty, equality, and fraternity, one
after another, in a series of revolutionary republican moments.” 

Wait, no mention of the influence of the Bible and the Ten
Commandments? Yet, these leaders were overwhelmingly inspired
by the Bible as evidenced by an army of relevant sources. Here’s a
cursory list:

•   “Our constitution was made only for a moral and religious
people. It is wholly inadequate for a government of any other.” —
John Adams, 1798 in letters to the Massachusetts Militia.

•   “It is equally undeniable… that the Ten Commandments have
had a significant impact on the development of secular legal
codes of the Western World.” —U.S. Supreme Court, Stone v.
Graham, (1980) (Justice Rehnquist, dissenting)

•  “The fundamental basis of this nation’s laws was given to
Moses on the Mount. The fundamental basis of our Bill of Rights
comes from the teachings we get from Exodus and St. Matthew,
from Isaiah and St. Paul. I don’t think we emphasize that enough
these days.” —Harry S. Truman, Feb. 15, 1950,  Attorney General’s
Conference.

Suggested Reading: The Ten Commandments & their Influence
on American Law
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.

 

HUMAN SKIN COLORS:

ARCHIVES

Select Month

CATEGORIES

14 words

2001: A Space Odyssey
(movie)

Abortion

Abraham (patriarch)

Abraham Lincoln

Achilles

Adam Smith

Adolf Hitler

Adversus Christianos
(book)

Africa

Against the Fall of
Night (novel)

Agamemnon

Alaric

Albert Lindemann

Albert Schweitzer

Albert Speer

Albrecht Dürer

Alcibiades

Alcman

Aldous Huxley

Alex Linder

Alexander Alekhine

Alexander the Great

Alexandr Solzhenitsyn

Alexandria

Alexis de Tocqueville

Alfred Rosenberg

Alice Miller

Alt-Right / white
nationalism

American civil war

Americanism

Amerinds

Ammianus Marcellinus

An Eye for an Eye
(book)

Ancient Greece

Ancient Rome

Anders Breivik

Andrew Anglin

Andrew Hamilton

Andrew Joyce

Angela Merkel

Anti-German
exterminationism

Anti-white
exterminationism

Antichrist (book)

Antiochus IV
Epiphanes

Aphrodite

Apollo

Apollonius of Rhodes

Arcadia

Arcadius

Archeology

Archimedes

Architecture

Argentina

Arianism

Aristocracy

Aristophanes

Aristotle

Art

Artemis

Arthur C. Clarke

Arthur de Gobineau

Arthur Kemp

Arthur Schopenhauer

Artificial Intelligence
(movie)

Aryan beauty

Aryan problem /
Deranged altruism

Asia

Athanaric

Atheism and
secularism

Athena

Athens

Attila

Audios

Augustus

Australia

Austria

Autobiography

Axiology

Aztec people

¿Me Ayudarás? (book)

Barack Obama

Bartolomé de las Casas

Baruch Spinoza

Battle of Poitiers

Battle of Thermopylae

Bayreuth Festival

Beauty

Beethoven

Ben Klassen

Ben-Hur

Benito Mussolini

Benjamin Disraeli

Benjamin Franklin

Beowulf

Berlin

Bernal Díaz del Castillo

Bernardino de Sahagún

Bible

Bill Clinton

Biography

Blacks

Bob Whitaker

Book of Revelation

Brazil

Brenton Tarrant

Brigade (novel)

Brutus

Buddhism

Caligula

Camp of the Saints
(novel)

Canada

Cannibalism

Carl Gustav Jung

Carl Sagan

Carl Schmitt

Carlo Collodi

Carolyn Yeager

Carthaginians

Cassius Dio

Catholic Church

Catholic religious
orders

Cato

Celsus

Celts

Charlemagne

Charles Darwin

Charles Dickens

Charles Martel

Charles V

Chess

Child abuse

Childhood’s End
(novel)

China

Christian art

Christian question
(CQ)

Christian views on Hell

Christianity

Christopher Columbus

Cicero

City of God (book)

Civil war

Civilisation (TV series)

Claudius

Clement of Alexandria

Colin Ross

Color of crime

Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry

Commodus

Communism /
Bolshevism

Conservatism

Conspiracy theories

Constans

Constantine

Constantine II

Constantinople

Constantius II

Corneliu Zelea
Codreanu

Counter-Reformation

Crusades

Currency crash

Daniel (biblical figure)

Dante Alighieri

Darkening Age (book)

David (king of Israel)

David Duke

David Friedrich
Strauss

David Irving

David Lane

Day of Wrath (book)

Daybreak Publishing

Death in Venice
(movie)

Decius

Degeneracy

Degenerate art

Demeter

Democracy

Democritus

Demography

Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dorians

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

From Jesus to Hitler
(book)

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 film)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Hojas Susurrantes
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of Europe

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings
(novel / film)

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Militarism

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Name of the Rose
(novel)

Napoleon

National Socialism

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato

Pliny the Elder

Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
Alexandria

Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Pro-white
exterminationism

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritans

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Reagan

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Satyricon (novel)

Savitri Devi

Schizophrenia

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
film)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta (Lacedaemon)

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Turner Diaries (novel)

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncategorized

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Yearling (novel)

Zeus
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Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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